MEET OUR IRST PRODUCT LINE

IRST
F-15 INTERNATIONAL
Infrared Receiver V1
Legacy F-14 Receiver
Processor VIA
Gen 1 Air-Cooled Custom Processor
Pylon and Platform
IN SUSTAINMENT

IRST
F-15 INTERNATIONAL
Infrared Receiver V2
Tech Refresh/Digital Servo System
Processor VIA
Pylon and Platform
IN SUSTAINMENT

IRST21*
F-15 INTERNATIONAL
Infrared Receiver V2
Processor V2A
Gen 2 Air-Cooled 3U Open Architecture Processor
Pylon and Platform
IN PRODUCTION

IRST21 BLOCK I
F/A-18E/F
Infrared Receiver V1
Processor V2L
Gen 2 Liquid Cooled 3U Open Architecture Processor
Inertial Measurement Unit
Fuel Tank
LIMITED PRODUCTION FIELDED

IRST21 BLOCK II
F/A-18E/F
Infrared Receiver V3
New Optics/EIA/Cooling/Electronics
Processor V3L
Gen 3 Liquid Cooled 3U Open Architecture Processor
Inertial Measurement Unit
Fuel Tank
IN PRODUCTION

LEGION POD*
MULTI-PLATFORM
Infrared Receiver V2
Processor V2L
Gen 2 Liquid Cooled 3U Open Architecture Processor
Inertial Measurement Unit
Stand-Alone Pod/Pylon
IN PRODUCTION

LEGIONPod BLOCK II
MULTI-PLATFORM
Infrared Receiver V3
Processor V3L
Gen 3 Liquid Cooled 3U Open Architecture Processor
Inertial Measurement Unit
Stand-Alone Pod/Pylon
IN DEVELOPMENT

LEGION-ES™
F-16 BLOCK 70/72
Infrared Receiver V2
Processor V3A
Gen 3 Air-Cooled 3U Open Architecture Processor
Inertial Measurement Unit
Embedded Pod/Pylon and Platform
IN DEVELOPMENT
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